‘Match’ Teaches the Art of
Deception
By Courtney Omernick
In the new movie Match, a husband and wife team interview Tobi
Powell, an aging Juilliard dance professor, for a dissertation
she’s writing about dance in the 1960’s. However, as the
interview continues, it becomes clear that the couple has an
ulterior motive.
Should you see it:
If you enjoy stories about love, art, and responsibility, then
this film is for you! The movie also features an amazing cast
with actors like Patrick Stewart, Matthew Lillard, and Carla
Gugino.
Who to take:
This romantic drama would be great to see with your friends or
your significant other. If you’re still home for the holidays,
you can go with your family too.
How do you deal with deception in a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Feeling cheated or deceived in a relationship can be a tough
thing to bounce back from. Sometimes, you would rather leave
the relationship than try to rebuild. However, there is hope.
Below are a few things you can do to help you through the
deception in your relationship:
1. Make a decision: The first step to moving on is making a
decision. Do you want to save the relationship? Are you

willing to put your trust in this person again? Worrying and
contemplating just makes things worse.
Related: Four Changes You MUST Make to Avoid Falling Prey to
the Unavailable Man
2. Let go of anger: During this time, face your feelings and
utilize a journal to get them out. If you need to, burn the
paper afterwards.
Related: How to Defend Against Four Emotional Vampires
3. Take care of yourself: Be sure to eat healthy, drink a lot
of water, exercise, and try to laugh as much as you can.
How have you dealt with deception in your relationship? Share
your stories in the comments!

Patrick Stewart Marries for
the Third Time
By Kerri Sheehan
Patrick Stewart is off the market–again! The 73-year-old
British actor wed girlfriend, singer-songwriter,
this past Sunday. This is Stewart’s third time saying, “I do.”
According to UsMagazine.com the Star Trek Next Generation
actor shared the news via Twitter with a simple tweet that
read, “Yes, married.” Ozell, 35 and Stewart have been together
five years.
What are some things to consider about remarriage?

Cupid’s Advice:
When love fails you once it may be hard to get back up and try
again. Cupid knows some things you should think about before
getting hitched again:
1. Move slowly: After a divorce or the death of your spouse
it’s best to wait 2-3 years before you even think about dating
again. You have to find yourself again before finding another
lover to replace the old one. Marriage changes people, so the
single you before your marriage may not be the single you that
your find when the marriage is over.
2. Children: This is the most important thing to consider.
Your first priority should always be your kids, so if you have
them from a previous marriage than make sure they’re ready to
welcome a new person into their life.
3. Communication: A lot of divorces come from a lack of
communication so you and your new partner should make sure all
lines of communication are open. Don’t hold back your feelings
as you could build up anger or worry and lead yourself
straight into another sad ending.
What do you think should be considered before remarriage?
Share below.

